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Abstract
Over the past years, many NRENs have successfully built national federations
by deploying authentication and authorization infrastructures (AAI). GÉANT
designed, developed and launched eduGAIN [1] to support cross border use
cases and as more and more federations become members of eduGAIN, the
foundation for delivering federated identity is solid.
Meanwhile, fine-grained access management of research data has become a
topical issue in science. e-Research projects and infrastructures, driven by the
interest in using Federated Identity Management technologies in 2012
produced a paper called ‘Federated Identity Management (FIM) for Research
Collaborations’[2]. This paper provided requirements for the usage of
federated access from various e-Research communities and identified issues
towards the wider adoptions of FIM technologies.
Scientific communities stand at different starting points in the implementation
and use of the federated identity management technologies by common AAI
providers such the eduGAIN interfederation service of GÉANT. Proactivity
from the AAI provider perspective to understand the needs of the scientific
communities is highly desirable, and vice versa; the scientific communities
need to learn what to expect to be delivered by the AAI providers.
In GN3plus, the AAI providers of eduGAIN and the scientific communities of
FIM4R (Federated Identity Management for Research) have teamed up to
deliver a series of pilots that address some of their challenges.
The pilots are:
• ELIXIR [3] – integration of European Genome-phenome Archive and
Resource Entitlement Management System

•
•

DARIAH [4] – integration of DARIAH-DE services for digital humanities
Umbrella [5] – bridging between the Federated Identity Solution of the
Photon and Neutron Community and eduGAIN, including support for
non-web Single Sign-on.

Common work between all the pilots has been the identification of three
different architectural options for using eduGAIN:
•
•
•

Option A: Add services via an existing federation
Option B: Create an own federation
Option C: Join via a Hub or Proxy

Together with the individual pilots, GÉANT helps identify and support
implementation of the appropriate architectural option for using each
community. In addition, each community pilot has a different range of
challenges to be addressed specific to their needs.
ELIXIR
Accessing and computing with large data-volumes from modern biology
comes with a specific set of challenges on technical infrastructure and the
ELIXIR Technical Services Programme of Work delivers solutions of widespread utility in the life-science domain. The services related to AAI must be
sustainable so that specialised bioinformatics service providers can rely and
build on them [6]. ELIXIR will clearly have to collaborate closely with the
European e-Infrastructures to address user needs and fully integrate into the
European technology landscape.
The current ELIXIR activities on federated authentication enable governance
processes and access to personal genome data through institutional logins
and automated interaction with appropriate data access committees. ELIXIR
technical service requires federated AAI for user authentication and
authorisation procedures by ELIXIR services at varying assurance levels that
fit the biomedical data requirements. For sensitive data technology identity
federations must offer a means to assess how well users having access to data
are identified [6, 7].

One major conclusion from recent the ELIXIR technical coordinator workshop
in May 2013 was that while cloud technologies and virtual machines offer
great potential to host a variety of computing needs close to the data, there is
an urgent need to provide and continuously develop software services to meet
the biological end-user data analysis needs and that deploying virtual
machines on top of the cloud service offerings is a good approach. ELIXIR
Technical Services will collaborate with translational and biobanking
infrastructures at both the European and national level to ascertain that there
are effective services to securely access and exchange data. Federated
Identity is a key enabler for this.
DARIAH

The aim of the DARIAH pilot is to integrate the DARIAH-AAI with with
eduGAIN. DARIAH-AAI was established within the ESFRI Digital Research
Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities and consists of web-based services
that are protected by SAML Service Provider (SP) and a LDAP based user
management system allowing for role based delegation of administration
rights within a European hierarchy of countries. DARIAH also operates a
Shibboleth[8] Identity Provider that acts as authentication authority for
homeless accounts and as an attribute authority for all DARIAH users. All
services make authorization decisions based on memberships in privilege
groups that are managed in the LDAP server. Via the attribute queries of
shibboleth service provider this membership information is transported to the
services.
The pilot work plan includes the technical description of the DARIAH AAI and
the technical aspects of eduGAIN integration, for instance concerning the
attribute query based authorization. Other work items include profiling
DARIAH users, establishing trust via the GÉANT Data Protection Code of
Conduct and contacting and negotiating with impacted federations and home
organisations. Since DARIAH aims to federate with other ESFRI activities in
the fields of humanities and social sciences it represents a broader
community in this pilot. This community is considering future plans for AAI,
including the possibility of a federation for social sciences and humanities
connected to eduGAIN.
Umbrella
Umbrella is the pan-European federated identity system for the users of the
European large photon / neutron facilities. It provides an EU-wide, unique,
persistent user ID and enables users manage their own entries, supervised by
user offices. Users of photon/neutron facilities are highly mobile and crossdiscipline. Up to 40% of users perform their work at multiple sites, from fields
such as Matter and Material, Energy and the Environment and Human Health.
This inspired the creation of Umbrella as a system commonly developed
under a number of EU projects.
Umbrella supports optimisation of process from experimental data acquisition
to data publication in this environment. By bridging between Umbrella and
eduGAIN, Umbrella users get increased flexibility without introducing another
account. Challenges in credential translation and user friendliness are
addressed in this pilot. Trials of Moonshot [9] technology will also allow remote,
federated access direct to experimentation facilities for the first time.
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